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Spin injection & conductivity mismatch: 
response to question 
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Large spin-dependent contact resistance 
[Rashba, Phys. Rev. B 62, R16267 (2002)] 



A spin torque device question

“Pinned” FM (20nm Ni81Fe19


“Free” FM (4.5 nm Ni81Fe19 )

Non-magnetic spacer (12 nm Cu)

transfer torques to be important. Slonczewski predicted
that the spin transfer torque from a direct current could
excite two qualitatively different types of magnetic
behaviors depending on the device design and the
magnitude of an applied magnetic field: either simple
switching from one static magnetic orientation to another
or a dynamical state in which the magnetization undergoes
steady-state precession. His subsequent 1997 patent [24]
was remarkably far-seeing, providing detailed predictions
for many of the applications that are currently being
pursued.

Measurements of current-induced resistance changes in
magnetic multilayer devices were first identified with spin-
torque-driven excitations in 1998 by Tsoi et al., for devices
consisting of a mechanical point contact to a metallic
multilayer [25], and in 1999 by Sun in manganite devices
[26]. Observation of magnetization reversal caused by spin
torques in lithographically defined samples occurred
shortly thereafter [27,28]. Fig. 2 shows comparisons
between spin-torque-driven magnetic switching and mag-
netic-field driven switching for a metallic multilayer and a
magnetic tunnel junction. Phase-locking between spin-
torque-driven magnetic precession and an alternating
magnetic field was detected in 2000 [29] and direct

measurements of steady-state high-frequency magnetic
precession caused by spin torque from a direct current
were made beginning in 2003 [30–32]. Fig. 3 shows an
example of voltage oscillations due to spin-torque-driven
magnetic precession. The article by Berkov and Miltat
(this issue) describes some of these results and shows to
what extent it is currently possible to make a detailed
comparison between theory and experiment. The article by
Silva and Rippard (this issue) discusses some of the open
questions pertaining to spin-torque-driven precession in the
point-contact sample geometry.
At the same time that interest was beginning to grow

regarding spin transfer torques in metallic multilayers, so
was the interest in magnetic tunnel junctions, starting with
the observation in 1995 of substantial tunnel magnetore-
sistance (TMR, the difference in resistance between parallel
and antiparallel orientation for the electrode magnetiza-
tions of a magnetic tunnel junction) at room temperature
[33,34]. Most of the early studies used aluminum oxide as a
tunnel barrier. Since aluminum oxide barriers are heavily
disordered it is difficult to study them theoretically. In
2001, Butler et al. and Mathon and Umerski calculated the
tunneling properties of the Fe/MgO/Fe system [35,36],
which can be lattice-matched and potentially well-ordered.
They found that the symmetry of the system and the
relevant electronic states lead to the possibility of an
extremely large TMR. In 2004, values of TMR greater than
those observed for aluminum oxide barriers were published
[37,38] and the values of TMR demonstrated experimen-
tally have continued to increase rapidly until this day.
Techniques have now been developed to make both

aluminum oxide and MgO tunnel barriers sufficiently thin
to support the current densities needed to produce
magnetic switching with spin transfer torques [39–41].
Work is underway to investigate spin-torque-driven pre-
cession in tunnel barriers, as well. One reason for the
interest in spin-torque effects in tunnel junctions is that
tunnel junctions are better-suited than metallic magnetic
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Fig. 2. Comparison of magnetic switching at room temperature as driven
by applied magnetic fields and by spin transfer torques. (a) Switching for
an all-metal nanopillar sample consisting of the layers 20 nm Ni81Fe19/
12 nm Cu/4.5 nm Ni81Fe19, as the magnetization of the thinner (free)
magnetic layer is aligned parallel and antiparallel to the thicker magnetic
layer by an applied magnetic field. (b) Spin-torque-driven switching by an
applied current in the same device, with a constant magnetic field applied
to give zero total field acting on the free layer. (c) Switching for a magnetic
tunnel junction nanopillar sample consisting of the layers 15 nm PtMn/
2.5 nm Co70Fe30/0.85 nm Ru/3 nm Co60Fe20B20/1.25 nm MgO/2.5 nm
Co60Fe20B20, as the 2.5-nm Co60Fe20B20 free layer is reversed by an
applied magnetic field. (d) Spin-torque-driven switching by an applied
current in the same tunnel junction, with a constant magnetic field applied
to give zero total field acting on the free layer. Data for (a) and (b) are
from Ref. [145], and data for (c) and (d) are courtesy of Jonathan Sun.
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Fig. 3. Voltage oscillations produced by steady-state precession of the
magnetic free layer in a nanopillar sample, in response to the spin transfer
torque from a 8.4mA current step. The sample had the layer structure
8 nm Ir20Mn80/4 nm Ni80Fe20/8 nm Cu/4 nm Ni80Fe20, with the direction
of the exchange bias from the Ir20Mn80 layer oriented 45! from the easy
axis of the upper Ni80Fe20 free layer. The measurement was made at a
temperature of 40K using a sampling oscilloscope [32].

D.C. Ralph, M.D. Stiles / Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 320 (2008) 1190–12161192

Braganca et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 87 
112507 (2005) 

Suppose the device is initially in the state with the 
magnetizations antiparallel.  
Once the current switches the free layer into the 
parallel state, why would it switch back?? 

(Data taken at 300 K from an all 
metal nanopillar — Ralph/Buhrman) 
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Answer after J. Sun lecture

Read: Ralph & stiles,

J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 320 (2008) 1190–1216 




Kane & Mele (2005): Spin-orbit coupling 
+ time-reversal symmetry in 2D leads to 
topological insulator characterized by a 
“Z2 topological invariant”


Bernevig, Hughes, Zhang (2006): 
Quantum spin Hall effect can be realized 
in HgTe/CdTe; edge states whose 
presence is inferred from quantized 
conductance at B = 0. 

Kane & Mele, PRB 95, 146802 (2005); ibid. 226801 (2005) 
Bernvig, Hughes, Zhang Science 314, 757 (2006)


Konig et al., Science 318, 766 (2007) 

Brune et al., Nature Physics 8, 486 (2012)

Liu et al., et al., PRL 100, 236601 (2008).


Knez et al., PRL 107, 136603 (2011); ibid 112, 026602 (2014)

Wu et al., Science 359, 76–79 (2018).  

Realizing edge states at B = 0 in 2D

tum well, as shown in the right column,
the opposite ordering occurs due to in-
creased thickness d of the HgTe layer.
The critical thickness dc for band inver-
sion is predicted to be around 6.5 nm.

The QSH state in HgTe can be de-
scribed by a simple model for the E1
and H1 subbands2 (see the box on page
36). Explicit solution of that model
gives one pair of edge states for d > dc in
the inverted regime and no edge states
in the d < dc, as shown in  figure 3b. The
pair of edge states carry opposite spins
and disperse all the way from valence
band to conduction band. The crossing
of the dispersion curves is required 
by TR symmetry and cannot be re-
moved—it is one of the topological sig-
natures of a QSH insulator.

Less than one year after the theo-
retical prediction, a team at the Univer-
sity of Würzburg led by Laurens
Molenkamp observed the QSH effect in
HgTe quantum wells grown by molec-
ular-beam epitaxy.3 The edge states
provide a direct way to experimentally
distinguish the QSH insulator from the
trivial insulator. The two edge states of
the QSH insulator act as two conduct-
ing 1D channels, which each contribute
one quantum of conductance, e2/h . That
perfect transmission is possible be-
cause of the principle of antireflection
explained earlier. In contrast, a trivial
insulator phase is “really” insulating,
with vanishing conductance. Such a
sharp conductance difference between
thin and thick quantum wells was ob-
served experimentally, as shown in
 figure 3c.

From two to three dimensions
From figure 3b we see that the 2D topo-
logical insulator has a pair of 1D edge
states crossing at momentum k = 0.
Near the crossing point, the dispersion
of the states is linear. That’s exactly the
dispersion one gets in quantum field
theory from the Dirac equation for a
massless relativistic fermion in 1D, and
thus that equation can be used to de-
scribe the QSH edge state. Such a pic-
ture can be simply generalized to a 3D
topological insulator, for which the sur-
face state consists of a single 2D mass-
less Dirac fermion and the dispersion
forms a so-called Dirac cone, as illus-
trated in  figure 4. Similar to the 2D case, the crossing point—
the tip of the cone—is located at a TR-invariant point, such
as at k = 0, and the degeneracy is protected by TR symmetry.

Liang Fu and Kane predicted4 that the alloy Bi1−xSbx
would be a 3D topological insulator in a special range of x,
and with angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) Zahid Hasan and coworkers at Princeton University
observed the topological surface states in that system.5 How-
ever, the surface states and the underlying mechanism turn
out to be extremely complex. In collaboration with Zhong

Fang’s group at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the two of
us predicted that Bi2Te3, Bi2Se3, and Sb2Te3, all with the lay-
ered structure in  figure 4a, are 3D topological insulators,
whereas a related material, Sb2Se3, is not.6

As in HgTe, the nontrivial topology of the Bi2Te3 family
is due to band inversion between two orbitals with opposite
parity, driven by the strong spin–orbit coupling of Bi and Te.
Due to such similarity, that family of 3D topological insula-
tors can be described by a 3D version of the HgTe model (see
the box). First-principle calculations show that the materials
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Figure 3. Mercury telluride quantum wells are two-dimensional topological 
insulators. (a) The behavior of a mercury telluride–cadmium telluride quantum
well depends on the thickness d of the HgTe layer. Here the blue curve shows the
potential-energy well experienced by electrons in the conduction band; the red
curve is the barrier for holes in the valence band. Electrons and holes are trapped
laterally by those potentials but are free in the other two dimensions. For quan-
tum wells thinner than a critical thickness dc ≃ 6.5 nm, the energy of the lowest-
energy conduction subband, labeled E1, is higher than that of the highest-
energy valence band, labeled H1. But for d > dc, those electron and hole bands
are inverted. (b) The energy spectra of the quantum wells. The thin quantum well
has an insulating energy gap, but inside the gap in the thick quantum well are
edge states, shown by red and blue lines. (c) Experimentally measured resistance
of thin and thick quantum wells, plotted against the voltage applied to a gate
electrode to change the chemical potential. The thin quantum well has a nearly
infinite resistance within the gap, whereas the thick quantum well has a quan-
tized resistance plateau at R = h/2e2, due to the perfectly conducting edge states.
Moreover, the resistance plateau is the same for samples with different widths,
from 0.5 µm (red) to 1.0 µm (blue), proof that only the edges are conducting.

Konig et al., Science 318, 766 (2007) 
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Imaging edge states at B = 0 in 2D
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Figure 1 | Current flows along the edge in the QSH regime. a, Sketch of the
measurement. The magnetic field (red) generated by the current (blue) is
measured by detecting the flux through the SQUID’s pickup loop.
b, Schematic of the Hall bar. c, Two-terminal resistance R2T of H1 versus
top-gate voltage VTG. d,e, Magnetic images at VTG as indicated in c
measured on H1. In d a 20 µm scale bar (black), the outline of the Hall bar
mesa (white dashed line) and a sketch of the pickup loop (black) are
included; grey arrow indicates the x-position of the profiles in Fig. 2. In e an
outline of the top gate (grey dashed line) is included. f–i, x-component (f,g)
and y-component (h,i) of the two-dimensional current density obtained
from the current inversion of the magnetic images in d,e respectively. The
magnetic images and the current densities are normalized to the applied
current.

of the pickup loop, noise, and the finite image size (Supplementary
Information). All results presented here are qualitatively robust
against these systematic errors.

Having compared the extreme cases of bulk- and edge-
dominated transport at low and maximum R2T, respectively, we
next explore the interplay between them. The top-gate voltage,
VTG, tunes the Fermi level from the valence band through the bulk
energy gap into the conduction band and thereby changes the bulk
conductance, with the bulk being insulating when the Fermi level
is in the gap. For a range of VTG, we find that edge conduction
coexists with bulk conduction (Fig. 2a–d). In Fig. 2e we show the
percentage of current flowing along the edges and bulk obtained
by modelling the current profiles shown in Fig. 2c,d and profiles
at additional values of VTG as a sum of three contributions (Fig. 2f)
determinedwhere either the bulk or the edges clearly dominate. The
errors are difficult to evaluate (Supplementary Information), butwe

can identify the presence of a distinct edge current even when the
edge carries an order of magnitude less total current than the bulk.
Qualitatively, we find that the current flow changes gradually from
edge-dominated to bulk-dominated when moving away from the
maximum inR2T, with a large region of coexistence of edge channels
and bulk conduction.

If the bulk and the edges were three uncoupled parallel resistors,
we would be able to calculate their resistances by dividing R2T by
the respective current percentage. In Fig. 2g we plot the effective
resistances of the top edge and bulk obtained from this model,
omitting the resistance of the bottom edge from the figure for
clarity. The bulk resistance resembles an insulator with steep flanks
as a function of VTG. Interestingly, the resistance of the top edge
is rather flat for the VTG range at which it is lower or comparable
to the bulk resistance.

So far, the coupling between the edges and the bulk is largely
unexplored, both theoretically and experimentally. It is outside the
scope of this work to establish a model for their interplay; however,
the observation of their coexistence and the effective resistance
may provide input into models of their coupling. Possible relevant
factors include a mismatch in k-space between the edge and the
bulk states and the formation of a depletion region where the edge
channel is laterally localized.

Comparing the top and bottom paths provides further infor-
mation. The bottom path has several edge segments separated by
contacts and ungated parts of the Hall bar that have a low resistance
(based on R2T at VTG = 0V) and therefore should act like contacts.
If the edge channels were fully ballistic, each edge segment would
contribute h/e2 to the resistance8. Hence, the top and bottom path
would have resistances of h/e2 and 5h/e2 respectively, a ratio of
1:5. However, the maximum R2T ⇠ 200 k� � h/e2 reveals that the
edge channels are not ballistic over their full length, as is typical
for this size of device7,17. In the case of fully diffusive edges, the
ratio is expected to be 1:1.6 based on the path lengths, expecting
that the resistance of the ungated segments is negligible compared
with the bottom path. H1 and H2 showed ratios close to 1:8 and
1:1 respectively between the bottom- and top-edge current (Figs 2e
and 3c). These results are consistent with ballistic segments of edge
channels of several micrometres in length, interrupted by scattering
sites8 whose location and number are expected to be random and
to vary between samples.

Other factors may also affect the variability between H1 and H2.
For example, the difference in quantumwell thickness and substrate
(Supplementary Information) and hence band structure between
H1 and H2 and the slight difference in temperature (3 K for H1, 4 K
for H2) causes more residual bulk conduction in H2 at maximum
R2T. When R2T decreases in H1, the percentage of current along the
bottom edge initially increases (Fig. 2e). This occurs because more
current arrives at the bottom edge through the bulk of the device.

The profiles shown in Fig. 2 correspond to a fixed x-position
along the Hall bar. However, at values of VTG corresponding to the
flanks of the resistance peak the amount of current flowing along the
edge changes along the Hall bar and some inhomogeneity is present
(Supplementary Information for images). This could be caused by
disordered charge in the gate dielectric, inhomogeneous capacitive
coupling of the gate to the Hall bar, disorder in the doping layer or
inhomogeneity of the quantumwell thickness.

In a different thermal cycle of H1, we observed pronounced
inhomogeneity, which we believe was caused by inhomogeneous
charge in the gate dielectric originating from an unintentional
electrical shock of the top gate. Remarkably, R2T was significantly
lower, but still exhibiting a peak that could falsely be interpreted as
originating from a closer to ideal edge channel. However, imaging
reveals that inhomogeneity over tens of micrometres causes the
bulk to remain conductive in parts of the Hall bar at every VTG,
and that each region of the Hall bar shows well-defined edge
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Nowack et al., Nature 
Mater. 12, 787 (2013)
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labeled in Fig. 3b, showing that the crystal axes are everywhere the same. The only explanation 
remaining is narrow cracks, generated during either exfoliation of the WTe2 or transfer of the hBN 
on top. QSH edge states should follow both edges of a crack, and indeed the gate dependence 
of the internal lines is very similar to that of the exterior edges (see Supplementary SI-6). Figures 
3e and 3f are MIM-Im images of another sample showing that the edge conduction, including that 
at internal cracks, dominates the conductivity even at 77 K and is still visible up to 100 K, again 
consistent with transport measurements7,8. 

 
 

Figure 3 | Conduction at oxidized edges and internal cracks in monolayer WTe2. a, Optical 
image of a monolayer WTe2 flake partially covered by hBN. b, MIM image of the same flake 
measured at T=480 mK and B=0. High conductivity is observed both at the physical edges and 
along lines in the interior. c, Polarized Raman spectroscopy and angular dependence measured 
at 5 K, for spot #5 marked in (b). d, Polar plot of the 163 cm-1 Raman peak intensity for the five 
spots marked in (b). All have the same angular dependence, showing that the crystal axes are 
the same and implying that the lines are cracks. e and f, MIM-Im images of another monolayer 
WTe2 sample at 77 K (e) and 100 K (f). All scale bars are 5 µm. 

 

In Fig. 4 we illustrate some other phenomena revealed by our technique which have 
important consequences for device fabrication and performance. The top panels in Figs. 4a-c 
show MIM-Im images of regions of three different monolayer WTe2 devices, each with a pair of 
encapsulated thin Pt contacts and each showing poor dc electrical characteristics. All exhibit not 
only conducting lines at the edges but also conductivity elsewhere in various patterns. In Fig. 4a 
one can discern a strip of enhanced conductivity in the WTe2 bulk adjacent to the contact edges, 
most apparent in the MIM-Re image shown in the lower panel. Similar features were seen in other 
devices, including the one with graphite contacts presented in Fig. 2. On the other hand, in Fig. 
4b a narrow dark strip of very low conductivity surrounds each contact, separated by a bright 

Shi et al., Sci. Adv. 5, 
eaat8799 (2019) 

WTe2

5 μm

(Recall lecture by K. Nowack)

Microwave impedance microscopy Scanning SQUID microscopy 

HgTe/CdTe QW

In QSH state



Edge states: quantum Hall vs. quantum spin Hall 

Quantum Hall effect (2D electron gas): 
1D chiral edge states require a 
magnetic field (ωCτ > 1, ℏωC > kBT) + 
finite disorder to localize “bulk” states.


Quantum spin Hall effect (2D 
topological insulator): 1D helical edge 
states at zero magnetic field in samples 
whose dimensions are smaller than 
inelastic mean free path. 

B = 0

Bz > 0

What is the equivalent in 3D? 



E (k)

 kx

 ky

Fu & Kane, Phys. Rev. B 76, 045302 (2007)

Moore &  Balents, Phys. Rev. B 75, 121306(R) (2007)

Roy, Phys. Rev. B 79, 195321 (2009)

H. Zhang, C.-X. Liu,  et al.,  Nature Physics 5, 438  (2009)

Bi2Se3

Energy 

 Momentum

300 meV

Spin-orbit coupling + time-reversal symmetry: 2D surface ‘helical Dirac fermions’ 

3D topological insulator characterized by four Z2 topological invariants

Quintuple
Layer 
(QL)

H. Zhang, C.-X. Liu,  et al.,  Nature Physics 5, 438  (2009)

M. Z. Hasan & C. Kane, Rev. Mod. Phys. 82

Heremans, Cava, Samarth, Nature Reviews Materials 2, 17049 (2017)

Edge (surface) states at B = 0 in 3D 



Evidence for helical Dirac surface states

10-60 eV

Angle- and spin-resolved photoemission: 
direct picture of energy vs. momentum, 
revealing ‘helical Dirac surface states.’ 

D. Hsieh et al. Nature 452, 970 (2008). 

D. Hsieh et al., Nature 460, 1101 (2009). 

Y. L. Chen et al., Science 325, 178 (2009)  

locked due to Z2 topology. This is most clearly seen in the spin-
resolved spectra (Iy

",#; Fig. 1g), which are calculated from Py accord-
ing to Iy

"5 Itot(11Py)/2 and Iy
#5 Itot(12 Py)/2, where Itot is the

spin-averaged intensity. To extract the spin polarization vectors of
the forward (1kx) and backward (2kx) moving electrons, we
performed a standard numerical fit (Supplementary Informa-
tion)21. The fit results yield 100(615)% polarized (Fig. 1h) spins that
point along the (k3 z) direction, which is consistent with its topo-
logical spin–orbit coupling origin14,21. Spin-momentum locking is
the key to topological order in a topological insulator which cannot
be demonstrated without spin sensitive detection. Therefore the
existence of the topological insulator state was not established in
previous work on Bi2X3. Our combined observations of a spin–orbit
origin linear dispersion relation and a one-to-one locking of
momentum and spin directions allow us to conclude that the surface
electrons of Bi2X3 (X5Se, Te) are helical Dirac fermions of Z2

topological-order origin (Fig. 1).
To experimentally access these helical Dirac fermions for research-

device applications, the electronic structuremust be in the topological
transport regime where there is zero charge fermion density7–9.
This regime occurs when EF lies in between the bulk valence band
maximum (VBM) and the bulk conduction band minimum (CBM),
and exactly at the surface or edge Dirac point, which should in turn lie
at a Kramers time-reversal invariant momentum3,4. This is clearly not
the case in either Bi2Te3, Bi2(Sn)Te3, Bi2Se3 or graphene. Although
pure Bi2X3 are expected to be undoped semiconductors20,22,23,
nominally stoichiometric samples are well known to be n- and p-type
semiconductors owing to excess carriers introduced via Se or Te site
defects, respectively16,17. To compensate for the unwanted defect
dopants, trace amounts of carriers of the opposite sign must be added
into the naturally occurring material, which may be easier to achieve
in Bi2Se3 than in Bi2Te3 because the former has a much larger
bandgap15,24 (around 0.35 eV (ref. 25) compared to 0.18 eV (ref. 26),
respectively). To lower the EF of Bi2Se3 into the bulk bandgap, we

substituted trace amounts of Ca21 for Bi31 in as-grown Bi2Se3, where
Ca has been previously shown16 to act as a hole donor by scanning
tunnelling microscopy and thermoelectric transport studies16.
Figure 2a shows that as the Ca concentration increases from 0% to
0.5%, the low temperature resistivity sharply peaks at 0.25%, which
suggests that the system undergoes a metal to insulator to metal trans-
ition. The resistivity peak occurs at a Ca concentration where a change
in signof theHall carrier density also is observed (Fig. 2b),which shows
that formeasuredCa concentrations below and above 0.25%, electrical
conduction is supported by electron and hole carriers, respectively.

We performed systematic time-dependent ARPES measurements
to study the electronic structure evolution of Bi22dCadSe3 as a func-
tion of Ca doping in order to gain insight into the trends observed in
transport (Fig. 2a and b). Early time ARPES energy dispersion maps
taken through the !CC point of the (111) surface Brillouin zone are
displayed in Fig. 2c–h for several Ca doping levels. In the as-grown
(d5 0) Bi2Se3 samples, a single surface Dirac cone is observed with EF
lying nearly 0.3 eV above the Dirac node forming an electron Fermi
surface. We also observe that EF intersects the electron-like bulk
conduction band. When a 0.25% concentration of Ca is introduced,
EF is dramatically lowered to lie near the Dirac node (Fig. 2d), which
is consistent with Ca acting as a highly effective hole donor. Because
the bulk CBM lies at a binding energy of approximately20.1 eV for
d5 0 (Fig. 2c), a 0.3 eV shift in EF between d5 0 and d5 0.0025
suggests that for d5 0.0025, EF is located 0.2 eV below the CBM.
This is consistent with EF being in the bulk bandgap, because the
indirect energy gap between the CBM and the VBM is known from
both tunnelling24 and optical25 data and theory22 to be nearly 0.35 eV.

As the Ca concentration is increased further, the position of EF
continues a downward trend such that by d5 0.01, it is located
clearly below the Dirac node (Fig. 2) and intersects the hole-like bulk
valence band. The systematic lowering of EF with increasing d in
Bi22dCadSe3 observed in early time ARPES measurements
(Fig. 2i–k), which reflect the electronic structure of the sample bulk,
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Figure 1 | Detection of spin-momentum locking of spin-helical Dirac
electrons in Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 using spin-resolved ARPES. a, b, ARPES
intensity map at EF of the (111) surface of tuned stoichiometric Bi22dCadSe3
(a; see text) and of Bi2Te3 (b). Red arrows denote the direction of spin
projection around the Fermi surface. c, d, ARPES dispersion of tuned
Bi22dCadSe3 (c) and Bi2Te3 (d) along the kx cut. The dotted red lines are
guides to the eye. The shaded regions in c and d are our projections of the
bulk bands of pure Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3, respectively, onto the (111) surface.
e, Measured y component of spin-polarization along the !CC{ !MM direction at
EB5220meV, which only cuts through the surface states. Inset, schematic
of the cut direction. f, Measured x (red triangles) and z (black circles)
components of spin-polarization along the !CC{ !MM direction at

EB5220meV. Error bars in e and f denote the standard deviation of Px,y,z
where typical detector counts reach 53 105; solid lines are numerical fits21.
g, Spin-resolved spectra obtained from the y component spin polarization
data. The non-Lorentzian lineshape of the Iy

" and Iy
# curves and their non-

exact merger at large |kx | is due to the time evolution of the surface band
dispersion, which is the dominant source of statistical uncertainty. a.u.,
arbitrary units. h, Fitted values of the spin polarization vector P (Sx,Sy,Sz) are
(sin90ucos295u, sin90usin295u, cos90u) for electrons with 1kx and
(sin86ucos85u, sin86usin85u, cos86u) for electrons with 2kx, which
demonstrates the topological helicity of the spin-Dirac cone. The angular
uncertainties are of the order of 610u and the magnitude uncertainty is of
the order of 60.15.
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Protection against backscattering

• Concerted analysis of ARPES and STM 
data of Bi0.92Sb0.08 (111) surface (cleaved 
bulk crystal), data are consistent with 
absence of backscattering. 


• See also Zhang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 
266803 (2009) for similar measurements 
topological insulator Bi2Te3

Roushan et al., Nature 460, 1106 (2009)
determine the JDOS as a function of the momentum difference
between initial and final scattering states, q, using JDOS(q)~Ð

I(k)I(kzq)d2k, where I(k) is the ARPES intensity that is

proportional to the surface states’ density of states at a specific two-
dimensional momentum k. Figure 3a and d shows the results of
computation of the JDOS from ARPES data for two different energies.
Contrasting these figures to the corresponding QPI data in Fig. 3b and
e, we find a significant suppression of the scattering intensity along the
directions equivalent toC–M in the first Brillouin zone. Backscattering
between various electron and hole pockets around the C point should
give rise to a continuous range of scattering wavevectors along theC–M
direction, a behaviour not observed in the data (see also the expanded
view of the JDOS and QPI in Fig. 4a). This discrepancy suggests the
potential importance of the surface states’ spin texture and the pos-
sibility that spin rules are limiting the backscattering for these chiral
electronic states.

To include spin effects, we use the results of spin-resolved ARPES
studies and assign a chiral spin texture to the electron and hole pockets
as shown in Fig. 2f. ARPES studies have resolved the spin structure only
for the central electron pocket and the hole pockets near theC point in
the first Brillouin zone; however, we assign a similar chiral structure for
states near M. This assignment is consistent with the presence of a p
Berry’s phase that distinguishes the spin topology of the Bi0.92Sb0.08

surfaces states from that of surface state bands that are simply split by
spin–orbit coupling. In the latter case, the spin-polarized surface bands
come in pairs, while for topological surface states there should be an
odd number of spin-polarized states between two equivalent time-
reversal points in the band structure1,2,11,13.

To understand scattering and interference for these spin-polarized
states, we determine the spin-dependent scattering probability,
SSP(q)~

Ð
I(k)T (q,k)I(kzq)d2k, which in similar fashion to the

JDOS uses the ARPES-measured density of states, I(k), but also
includes a spin-dependent scattering matrix element T(q,k). This
matrix element describes the scattering probability as a function of
momentum transfer and spins of states that are connected by the
scattering process. Shown in Fig. 3c and f are the calculated SSP(q)
from ARPES data at two different energies using a matrix element of
the form T (q,k)~ S(k) j S(kzq)h ij j2. This simple form of spin-
selective scattering reduces scattering between states with non-
aligned spins and completely suppresses scattering between states
with opposite spin orientations. Comparison of the SSP patterns to
the QPI measurements in Fig. 3 shows that including spin effects
leads to remarkably good agreement between the scattering wave-
vectors measured by STM and those expected from the shape of the
surface CCE as measured by ARPES (features in the FT-STS and SSP
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Figure 1 | STM topography and dI/dV spectroscopy of the Bi0.92Sb0.08

(111) surface. a, STM topograph (150 meV, 100 pA) of the Bi0.92Sb0.08 (111)
surface over an area 800 Å 3 800 Å. The inset shows an area 80 Å 3 80 Å that
displays the underlying atomic lattice (1200 mV, 15 pA). b, Spatial variation
of the differential conductance (dI/dV) measurements across a line of length
250 Å. Inset, a typical differential conductance measurement over larger
energy ranges.
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Figure 2 | dI/dV maps, QPI patterns and ARPES measurements on the
Bi0.92Sb0.08 (111) surface. a–c, Spatially resolved conductance maps of the
Bi0.92Sb0.08 (111) surface obtained at 220 mV (a), 0 mV (b) and 120 mV
(c). (Panels show area 1,000 Å 3 1,300 Å.) Insets, Fourier transforms of the
dI/dV maps. The hexagons have the same size as the first Brillouin zone. The

Fourier transforms have been symmetrized in consideration of the three-
fold rotation symmetry of the (111) surface. d, e, ARPES intensity map of the
surface state at 220 mV (d) and at the Fermi level (e). f, The spin textures
from ARPES measurements are shown with arrows, and high symmetry
points are marked (C and three M).
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• Synthesis of thin films in ultrahigh vacuum by 
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 


• Characterization: in vacuo reflection high 
energy electron diffraction (RHEED), ARPES, 
ellipsometry and scanning tunneling 
microscopy.

MBE

ARPES

STM



Bi2Se3

NbSe2

Xu et al., Nature Phys. (2014)


Kandala et al., Nature Comm. 6, 7434 (2015)
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where 𝑚∗ = 0.14𝑚0 is the effective mass,8,40 𝐾B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and 
𝐸Cn is the nth quantized band energy. For the 6-nm-thick Bi2Se3 thin film, only the first sub-band (n=1) is 
considered.8,40 

The bulk carrier density can be calculated using the method which is often used to evaluate the carrier 
density in semiconductors, in which 
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.  It should be noted that the 

conduction band crosses through the entire thickness of the Bi2Se3 film, with the bottom of the conduction 
band, 𝐸CBM, bended at the surfaces. Thus, the effective 2D bulk carrier density 𝑛bulk can be calculated by 
considering a spatial dependent 𝐸CBM (modelling it approximately as a sinusoidal function40 as 𝐸CBM =
0.2 𝑒𝑉 + 0.1𝑒𝑉 × sin (𝜋𝑧

𝑡
), where 0<z<t) and integrating the spatial dependent 3D bulk carrier density 

over the thickness of the Bi2Se3 film. 
If one substitutes Eqs. (S13), (S14), and (S15) to Eq. (S12) and then solve Eq. (S12) for 𝐸F , one can 

obtain 𝐸F relative to the Dirac point for different temperature values.  With the 𝐸F values, one can then 
calculate nTSS, n2DEG, and nbulk.  The calculated results are shown in Fig. S5. 

 
Section S6. Cross-Section Image of Bi2Se3/BaFe12O19  
 

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) imaging (negative Cs imaging conditions) 
was carried out to examine the interface structure of the Bi2Se3/BaFe12O19 bi-layered samples.  Figure 6S 
gives a representative HR-TEM image for the cross section of a Bi2Se3(8 nm)/BaFe12O19(9 nm) sample 
which was grown under the same growth condition as the sample described in the main text.  One can 

see from this image that both the Bi2Se3 and BaFe12O19 layers have good quality crystal structures with the 
c planes parallel to the interface, which is consistent with the XRD results obtained from Fig. 1a in the 
main text.  One can also see that the interface is relatively sharp. 

  

Fig. S6. High-resolution TEM image of the cross section of a Bi2Se3/BaFe12O19 sample. 

5 nm

Lv et al., Sci. Adv. (in press, 2019)


5 nm

Transmission electron microscopy: coherent epitaxial growth of single crystal films and 
heterostructures with well-defined interfaces, BUT….

2 nm

MBE growth of 3D topological insulators

Cr-doped 
(Bi,Sb)2Te3

 2 nm
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Bi2Se3 on ZnSe/GaAs (111)

APL 97, 262104 (2010)

Bi2Se3 on InP (111)

APL Mat. 3, 083303 (2015)
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Thickness-Independent Transport Channels in Topological Insulator Bi2Se3 Thin Films
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With high quality topological insulator Bi2Se3 thin films, we report thickness-independent transport

properties over wide thickness ranges. Conductance remained nominally constant as the sample thickness

changed from 256 to!8 QL (where QL refers to quintuple layer, 1 QL " 1 nm). Two surface channels of

very different behaviors were identified. The sheet carrier density of one channel remained constant at

!3:0# 1013 cm$2 down to 2 QL, while the other, which exhibited quantum oscillations, remained

constant at !8# 1012 cm$2 only down to !8 QL. The weak antilocalization parameters also exhibited

similar thickness independence. These two channels are most consistent with the topological surface

states and the surface accumulation layers, respectively.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.109.116804 PACS numbers: 73.20.$r, 73.25.+i, 73.50.$h

Over the past few years, topological insulators (TIs)
have emerged as an ideal platform for spintronics, quantum
computations, and other applications [1–9]. They are pre-
dicted to have an insulating bulk state and spin-momen-
tum-locked metallic surface states. This spin-momentum-
locking mechanism and their band structure topology are
predicted to prevent the surface metallic states from being
localized. Among the TIs discovered so far, Bi2Se3 is
considered one of the most promising because it has the
largest bulk band gap of 0.3 eV and a well-defined single
Dirac cone at the momentum zero point in k space [9].
Numerous reports have confirmed the presence of the
topological surface states in this material [7,8,10–15].
However, its bulk state always turns out to be metallic
instead of insulating, and so identifying the surface states
in transport studies has been challenging. Although one
obvious way to suppress the bulk conductance and sort out
the surface contribution would be to make the sample thin
until the surface contribution dominates; such a simple
approach has so far evaded clear answers due to challeng-
ing material issues such as thickness- and environment-
dependent bulk properties [13,16]. In this Letter, we report
transport properties of a series of high quality Bi2Se3 thin
films taken with well-controlled measurement protocols:
we achieved dominant surface transport properties up to a
few hundred nanometers in film thickness and identified
two surface channels of different origins.

TheBi2Se3 films used for this study were grown on c-axis
Al2O3 substrates (10# 10# 0:5 mm3) with molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE); the films were grown using the re-
cently developed two-step scheme [17]; see Supplemental
Material Sec. B [18]. The sharp reflection high energy
electron diffraction pattern in Fig. 1(a) exhibits the high
crystallinity of the film, and the atomically flat terraces

observed by atomic force microscopy in Fig. 1(b) are
much larger than any previous reports on Bi2Se3 thin
films [11,17,19,20], representing the high quality of these
samples.
On these samples, transport measurements were made

within 20 min of the sample being taken out of the MBE
chamber in order to minimize the atmospheric doping
effect [16]; see Supplemental Material Sec. A [18] for
measurement details. Figure 2(a) shows that the resistance
vs temperature (from 290 to 1.5 K) dependence is metallic
down to !30 K for all thicknesses 2–256 QL, where QL
refers to quintuple layer. Below !30 K the resistance
remained almost constant, indicating static disorders as
the dominant scattering mechanism, except for ultrathin
films, which show slight resistance increase as temperature
decreases. The first notable feature in Fig. 2(a) is that the

FIG. 1 (color online). Molecular beam epitaxy growth of
Bi2Se3 films. (a) Reflection high energy electron diffraction
pattern of a typical Bi2Se3 film grown on an Al2O3ð0001Þ
substrate by MBE. The sharp streaky pattern accompanied by
the bright specular spot and Kikuchi lines is indicative of a high
quality single crystalline growth. (b) 1:5# 1:5 !m2 scanned
atomic force microscopy image of a 300 QL thick Bi2Se3 film
grown on Al2O3ð0001Þ. Large terraces (largest ever reported for
Bi2Se3 thin films) are observed, further verifying the high quality
of the grown films.

PRL 109, 116804 (2012) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
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0031-9007=12=109(11)=116804(5) 116804-1 ! 2012 American Physical Society

Smooth, reasonably high mobility Bi2Se3 on sapphire

 Bansal et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 116804 (2012)

Taskin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 066803 (2012)

MBE growth of 3D topological insulators



Substrates for Bi- & Sb-chalcogenides

Conventional lattice matching constraints to the substrate are relaxed 
significantly in Van der Waals bonded materials.

Material “a” lattice constant “c” lattice constant
Bi2Se3 0.414 nm 1 QL = 0.9515 nm
Bi2Te3 0.438 nm 1 QL = 1.012 nm 
Sb2Te3 0.426 nm 1 QL = 1.015 nm

Substrate 
Material

“a” lattice 
constant

In-plane 
Mismatch of 
Bi2Se3

In-plane 
Mismatch of 
Bi2Te3

GaAs (111) 0.400 nm 3.54 % 
compressive

9.65 % 
compressive

InP (111) 0.415 nm 0.24 % tensile 5.65 % 
compressive

Sapphire 0.475 nm 15.8 % tensile 7.72 % tensile
SrTiO3 0.552 nm 25.0 % tensile 20.6 % tensile

Bi2Se3 on InP (111)

APL Mat. 3, 083303 (2015)

Bi2Se3 on saphhire; Bansal et al., Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 109, 116804 (2012) [S. Oh, Rutgers]



Improved MBE growth of Bi2Se3 thin films

S. Oh group (Rutgers): Koirala et al., Nano Lett. 15, 8245 (2015) 




Surface transport in ‘high quality’ Bi2Se3 thin films
Reasonable mobility (about 1.5 x 104 cm2/V.s)

Observation of standard integer quantum Hall effect  

Koirala et al., Nano Lett. 15, 8245 (2015) (S. Oh — Rutgers)



ARPES in topological insulator thin films
Neupane et al., Nature Communications 5, 3841 (2014)


[See also: Landolt et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 112 057601 (2014)]
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FIG. 2. Spin versus quantum tunneling in ultrathin Bi2Se3. (a) Experimental geometry used in our measurements. (b)
Visualization of the contrasting spin configurations in 3QL (insulator) and 7QL (metal) thin films. The dumbbell signs indicate
that the current experimental geometry mainly probes the pz orbitals of Bi and Se. (c) High-resolution ARPES measurements
on ultrathin films of Bi2Se3: E � k band dispersion images for 1QL, 3QL, 4QL, 6QL and 7QL of Bi2Se3 films taken near the
�̄ point along �̄ � K̄ high-symmetry direction. The spin configuration is noted on the plots. (d) The corresponding energy
distribution curves (EDCs). The EDC through the �̄ point is highlighted.

1QL                   3QL                        4 QL                    6QL                       7QL

Spin-resolved ARPES in Bi2Se3 ultrathin films: hybridization between upper & lower surfaces creates a 
gap at Dirac point for thickness < 6 QL and quenches spin polarization near Dirac point.

[with MZ Hasan]



Spin texture in Bi2Se3 thin films
Neupane et al., Nature Communications 5, 3841 (2014) [with MZ Hasan]
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FIG. 2. Spin versus quantum tunneling in ultrathin Bi2Se3. (a) Experimental geometry used in our measurements. (b)
Visualization of the contrasting spin configurations in 3QL (insulator) and 7QL (metal) thin films. The dumbbell signs indicate
that the current experimental geometry mainly probes the pz orbitals of Bi and Se. (c) High-resolution ARPES measurements
on ultrathin films of Bi2Se3: E � k band dispersion images for 1QL, 3QL, 4QL, 6QL and 7QL of Bi2Se3 films taken near the
�̄ point along �̄ � K̄ high-symmetry direction. The spin configuration is noted on the plots. (d) The corresponding energy
distribution curves (EDCs). The EDC through the �̄ point is highlighted.

Spin texture measured 
using Mott detector.
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FIG. 2. Spin versus quantum tunneling in ultrathin Bi2Se3. (a) Experimental geometry used in our measurements. (b)
Visualization of the contrasting spin configurations in 3QL (insulator) and 7QL (metal) thin films. The dumbbell signs indicate
that the current experimental geometry mainly probes the pz orbitals of Bi and Se. (c) High-resolution ARPES measurements
on ultrathin films of Bi2Se3: E � k band dispersion images for 1QL, 3QL, 4QL, 6QL and 7QL of Bi2Se3 films taken near the
�̄ point along �̄ � K̄ high-symmetry direction. The spin configuration is noted on the plots. (d) The corresponding energy
distribution curves (EDCs). The EDC through the �̄ point is highlighted.

Neupane, Richardella et al., Nature Communications 5, 3841 (2014)
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FIG. 4. Experimental versus theoretical spin polarization. (a) Experimentally-observed net spin polarization as a function
of thin film thickness for k ⇠ 0.05 Å�1 and 0.1 Å�1. The inset shows a schematic view of quantum tunneling in ultrathin TI
films. (b) Calculation results of spin polarization versus film thickness at two momentum points k ⇠ 0.05 Å�1 and 0.1 Å�1. (c)
Results of a calculation of the net spin polarization as a function of wavevector for ultrathin films of thickness 1QL, 3QL, 4QL,
and 6QL. Dashed lines in (a,b) and solid lines in (c) between the dots serve as guides to the eye. Error bars in (a) represent
experimental uncertainties in determining the spin polarization. Schematic of (d) a gate controlled spin polarization current
switch device and (e) momentum dependent spin configuration in ultrathin (insulating) film and thicker (metallic) film.

• Interplay between quantum tunneling of upper & lower 
surfaces of TI and Fermi surface spin polarization


• Spin polarization in ultrathin Bi2Se3 films should be 
gate tunable for spintronic devices

Engineered Spin Texture in 3D 
Topological Insulators



Accessing Dirac states with transport in gated films
Bi2Se3/Bi2Te3: n-type; Sb2Te3: p-type

Bi2Te3 + Sb2Te3: Low carrier density thin films

Growth on SrTiO3 (STO) substrate: large dielectric 
constant at low T for back-gating

8QL (Bi,Sb)2Te3 on STO 

Bulk

SS

Bi2Se3/Bi2Te3

Sb2Te3

(Bi,Sb)2Te3



A ‘zoo’ of topological quantum materials
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Fig. 3. Observation of bulk Weyl fermion cones and Weyl nodes in
TaAs. (A and B) First-principles calculated and ARPES-measured kz − kx
Fermi surface maps at ky ¼ 0, respectively. (C) ARPES-measured and first-
principles calculated kx − ky Fermi surface maps at the kz value that
corresponds to the W2 Weyl nodes. The dotted line defines the k-space cut
direction for cut 1, which goes through two nearby W2 Weyl nodes along the
ky direction. The black cross defines cut 2, which means that the kx; ky
values are fixed at the location of a W2 Weyl node and one varies the kz
value. (D) ARPES E − ky dispersion map along the cut 1 direction, which
clearly shows the two linearly dispersive W2 Weyl cones. (E) ARPES E − kz

dispersion map along the cut 2 direction, showing that the W2 Weyl cone
also disperses linearly along the out-of-plane kz direction. (F) First-
principles calculated E − kz dispersion that corresponds to the cut 2 shown
in (E). (G) ARPES measured kx − ky Fermi surface maps at the kz value that
corresponds to the W1 Weyl nodes. The dotted line defines the k-space cut
direction for cut 3, which goes through the W1 Weyl nodes along the ky
direction. (H and I) ARPES E − ky dispersion map and its zoomed-in version
along the cut 3 direction, revealing the linearly dispersive W1 Weyl cone. (J)
First-principles calculation shows a 14-meV energy difference between the
W1 and W2 Weyl nodes.

Fig. 4. Surface-bulk correspondence and the topo-
logically nontrivial state in TaAs. (A) Low–photon-
energy ARPES Fermi surface map (hu ¼ 90 eV) from
Fig. 2A, with the SX-ARPES map (hu ¼ 650 eV) from
Fig. 3C overlaid on top of it to scale, showing that the
locations of the projected bulk Weyl nodes correspond
to the terminations of the surface Fermi arcs. (B) The
bottom shows a rectangular tube in the bulk BZ that
encloses four W2 Weyl nodes. These four W2 Weyl
nodes project onto two points at the (001) surface BZ
with projected chiral charges of T2, shown by the
brown circles. The top surface shows the ARPES
measured crescent surface Fermi arcs that connect
these two projected Weyl nodes. (C) Surface state
Fermi surface map at the k-space region correspond-
ing to the terminations of the crescent Fermi arcs. The
k-space region is defined by the black dotted box in
(E). (D) Bulk Fermi surface map at the k-space region
corresponding to the W2 Weyl nodes. The k-space
region is defined by the black dotted box in Fig. 3C. (E)
ARPES and schematic of the crescent-shaped co-
propagating Fermi arcs. (F) High resolution ARPES maps of the Fermi arcs and the Weyl fermion nodes.
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where k ¼ ðkx; ky; kzÞ is the momentum, and the τn’s are Pauli
matrices for the pseudospin orbital degrees of freedom. Here
m is a mass parameter, and b and b0 are Zeeman fields that
physically can correspond to magnetic fields in the z and x
directions, respectively. A number of interesting and relevant
cases can be obtained as a function of m, b, and b0. For b0
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where k ¼ jkj, and s ¼ %1 and μ ¼ %1. The spectrum for
εsμð0; ky; kzÞ is plotted in Fig. 2 for cases (far left)m ¼ b ¼ 0,
which corresponds to a Dirac semimetal composed of a pair of
degenerate linear bands, which touch at k ¼ 0, (center
left) jmj > jbj describes a gapped magnetic semiconductor,

where the energy bands are gapped in the range
jEj < jmj − jbj, and (center right) jbj > jmj that represents
the WSM where the middle bands touch at a pair of isolated
point nodes k ¼ ð0; 0;%

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2 −m2
p

=vÞ. Further plots from
Tabert and Carbotte (2016) are shown in Fig. 3 that reflects
different regimes in the m and b parameter space.
For the case of m ¼ b ¼ 0, but b0 finite, one obtains the

eigenvalues

εsμðkÞ ¼ s
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where the zero energy contour becomes a circle at kx ¼ 0 andffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2y þ k2z

q
¼ b0=v as shown in Fig. 2 (far right). The spectrum

is immediately gapped for kx away from 0.
Although idealized here as T breaking fields in this

continuum model, b and b0 are representative of the
symmetry breaking perturbations that may be encountered
in lattices, which may require different considerations; see,

FIG. 2. (Left to right) Energy spectra of εsμð0; py; pzÞ for the Dirac semimetal (m ¼ b ¼ b0 ¼ 0), magnetic semiconductor
(m ¼ 1; b ¼ 0.5; b0 ¼ 0), Weyl semimetal (m ¼ 0.5; b ¼ 1; b0 ¼ 0), and line node semimetal (m ¼ 0; b ¼ 0; b0 ¼ 1) for the
Hamiltonian equation (8). From Koshino and Hizbullah, 2016.

FIG. 3. (Left) Band structure from Eq. (8) for values ofm=b for the s ¼ þ and μ ¼ % bands for increasingm=b in the WSM phase. For
finite m the μ ¼ þ band is gapped, while μ ¼ − contains two Weyl nodes. (Center) The s ¼ þ and μ ¼ − bands near the phase
transition atm=b ¼ 1. (Right) Phase diagram of Eq. (8). Atm=b < 1, the system is a WSM, whilem=b > 1, a gapped semimetal exists.
Along b ¼ 0, a degenerate massive DSM is observed. At m ¼ b ¼ 0, massless degenerate Dirac fermions exist. From Tabert and
Carbotte, 2016.
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capability to prepare high-quality and high-mobility samples has
enabled the experimental observations of many interesting
phenomena that arises from its 2D Dirac fermions. The large
Fermi velocity and high mobility in Cd3As2 are among the
important experimental criteria to explore the 3D relativistic
physics in various Hall phenomena in tailored Cd3As2.

We compare ARPES observations with our theoretical calcula-
tions, which is qualitatively consistent with previous calculations14.
The reason for the use of our calculations is twofold: first, our
calculations are fine tuned based on the characterization of samples
used in the present ARPES study; second, sufficiently detailed cuts
are not readily available from ref. 14, which is necessary for a
detailed comparison of ARPES data with theory. In theory, there
are two 3D Dirac nodes that are expected at two special k points
along the G!Z momentum space cut-direction, as shown by the
red crossings in Fig. 1d. At the (001) surface, these two k points
along the G!Z axis project on to the !G point of the (001) surface
BZ (Fig. 1d). Therefore, at the (001) surface, theory predicts one
3D Dirac cone at the BZ centre !G point, as shown in Fig. 2a. These
results are in qualitative agreement with our data, which supports
our experimental observation of the 3D BDS phase in Cd3As2. We
also study the ARPES measured constant energy contour maps
(Fig. 2c and d). At the Fermi level, the constant energy contour
consists of a single pocket centred at the !G point. With increasing
binding energy, the size of the pocket decreases and eventually
shrinks to a point (the 3D Dirac point) near EB ’ 0:2 eV. The
observed anisotropies in the iso-energetic contours are likely due to

matrix element effects associated with the standard p-polarization
geometry used in our measurements.

3D dispersive nature. A 3D Dirac semimetal is expected to
feature nearly linear dispersion along all three momentum space
directions close to the crossing point, even though the Fermi/
Dirac velocity can vary significantly along different directions.
It is well known that in real materials, such as pure Bi, graphene
or TIs, the Dirac cones are never perfectly linear over a large
energy window yet they can be approximated to be so within a
narrow energy window and in comparison to the large effective
mass of conventional band electrons in many other materials.
In order to probe the 3D nature of the observed low-energy
Dirac-like bands in Cd3As2, we performed ARPES measurements
as a function of incident photon energy to study the out-of-plane
dispersion perpendicular to the (001) surface. Upon varying the
photon energy, one can effectively probe the electronic structure
at different out-of-plane momentum kz values in a 3D BZ and
compare with band calculations. In Cd3As2, the electronic
structure or band dispersions in the vicinity of its 3D Dirac-like
node can be approximated as: v2

kðk2
x þ k2

yÞ þ v2
?ðkz ! k0Þ2 ¼ E2,

where k0 is the out-of-plane momentum value of the 3D Dirac
point. Thus, at a fixed kz value (which is determined by the
incident photon energy value), the in-plane electronic dispersion
takes the form: v2

kðk
2
x þ k2

yÞ ¼ E2! v2
?ðkz ! k0Þ2. It can be seen

that only at kz ¼ k0 the in-plane dispersion is a gapless Dirac cone,
whereas in the case for kzak0 the nonzero kz! k0 term acts as an
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Figure 1 | Brillouin zone symmetry and 3D Dirac cone. (a) Cd3As2 crystalizes in a tetragonal body centre structure with space group of I41cd, which has
32 number of formula units in the unit cell. The tetragonal structure has lattice constant of a ¼ 12.670 Å, b ¼ 12.670 Å and c ¼ 25.480 Å. (b) The basic
structure unit is a four corner-sharing CdAs3-trigonal pyramid. (c) Core-level spectroscopic measurement where Cd 4d and As 3d peaks are clearly
observed. Inset shows a picture of the Cd3As2 samples used for angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements. The flat and mirror-
like surface indicate the high quality of our samples. (d) The bulk BZ and the projected surface BZ along the (001) direction. The red crossings locate at
(kx, ky, kz) ¼ (0, 0, 0.15(2p)/(c*)) (c* ¼ c/a). They denote the two special k points along the G! Z momentum space cut-direction, where 3D Dirac band-
touchings are protected by the crystalline C4 symmetry along the kz axis. (e) Second derivative image of ARPES dispersion map of Cd3As2 over the wider
binding energy range. Various bands are well-resolved up to 3 eV binding energy range. (f) ARPES EB! kx cut of Cd3As2 near the Fermi level at around

surface BZ centre !G point.
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Weyl semimetals:

condensed matter analog 
of massless Weyl fermions 

in 3D, occurring as 
momentum separated 

pairs 

Dirac semimetals:

condensed matter 
analog of massless 

Dirac fermions in the 
bulk of a 3D crystal


• Dirac semimetals

•  Weyl semimetals

•  Topological crystalline 
insulators


•  Dirac nodal line semimetals

•  Quantum spin liquids etc. 

See: Wen, Rev. Mod. Phys. 
89, 041004 (2018).

TaAs

Cd3As2



Transport probe of spin polarization

Lee et al., Phys. Rev. B 92, 155312 (2015)

Spin-potentiometry using ferromagnetic tunnel contacts and back gating maps 
out spin polarization of surface currents as a function of chemical potential.



Transport probes of spin-polarization in TIs

θ|| ~ 20(Bi,Sb)2Te3

Bi2Se3 θ|| ~ 0.8

Luqiao Liu et al., PRB 91, 235431 (2015)

See also:

Li et al., Nature Nano. 9, 218 (2014)

Tang et al., Nano Lett 14, 5423 (2014)

Ando et al., Nano Lett. 14, 6226 (2014) 

Tian et al., Sci. Reports 5, 14293 (2015)



Outline

• Spintronics: overview of concepts & devices


• Topological insulators: concepts, materials, 
phenomena


• Topological spintronics: concepts, materials, 
phenomena, devices

• Spin-charge conversion: a cautionary tale about 
the battle between expectation and reality, 
physics vs. technology

• Quantized edge transport: new physics



Charge-to-spin conversion

θ|| = JS

Je

2e
!

=
σ S , ||

σ
2e
! Material σs,|| θ||

Pt [1] 3.4 0.08

β-Ta [2] 0.8 0.15

Cu(Bi) [3] 0.24

β-W [4] 1.8 0.3

105 !
2e

Ω.m( )−1

[1] Liu et al., PRL 106, 036601 (2011) 

[2] Miron et al. Nature 476, 189 (2011)

[3] Niimi et al., PRL 109, 156602 (2012)

[4] Pai et al., APL 122, 101404 (2012)

Can we find materials that have a 
larger charge-to-spin conversion 

efficiency than heavy metals?

For MRAM applications, we 
seek materials with large 

values of the spin Hall angle  



Topological Spintronics

ky

kx

•Spin-textured surface states of a topological insulator are attractive for efficiently 
generating spin currents & for exerting an efficient spin torque.

•What is the charge-to-spin conversion efficiency?

Dirac (surface)
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Measuring spin-charge conversion 

Spin pumping 

•Drive FM into resonant 
precession

•Probe the inverse spin Hall 
effect in adjacent metal

Ando et al., Nature Materials 10, 655 (2011)

Tserkovnyak et al., PRL 488, 117601 (2002)

Spin-torque ferromagnetic 
resonance (ST-FMR) 

•Drive an ac charge current in 
non-magnetic metallic layer 

•Probe the change in magnetic 
dynamics in adjacent FM 

Liu et al. Science 336, 555 (2012)


Charge-to-spin Spin-to-charge



ST-FMR in topological insulator/ferromagnet

Bi2Se3

Permalloy

Sapphire

z y
x

RF current driven through TI/FM bilayer.

In-plane magnetic field at an angle to current sets 
magnetization into precession.

Measure the field-dependent torque on the precession 
using a dc longitudinal ‘mixing voltage.’

(with Dan Ralph)
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Liu et al. Science 336, 555 (2012)

Liu et al., PRL 106, 036601 (2011)



Material σs,|| θ||

Pt [1] 3.4 0.08

β-Ta [2] 0.8 0.15

Cu(Bi) [3] 0.24

β-W [4] 1.8 0.3

Bi2Se3 ~0.5 1 ± 0.4

105 !
2e

Ω.m( )−1

θ|| = JS

Je

2e
!

=
σ S , ||

σ
2e
!

!

T = 300 K 
f = 8 GHz

[1] Liu et al., PRL 106, 036601 (2011) 

[2] Miron et al. Nature 476, 189 (2011)

[3] Niimi et al., PRL 109, 156602 (2012)

[4] Pai et al., APL 122, 101404 (2012)

A. Mellnik et al. Nature 
511, 449 (2014)

Charge-spin  conversion at Bi2Se3/FM interface



Spin-charge conversion in TI/FM metal bilayers

PSU/Cornell, Nature 511, 449 (2014) — ST-FMR

PSU/IBM, Phys. Rev. B 91, 235437 (2015) — Spin-dependent tunneling

PSU/Minn, Nano Letters 15, 7125 (2015) — Spin pumping

NUS, Nature Comm. 18, 1364 (2017); Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 257202 (2015) — ST-FMR

Minn: Mahindra et al., Nat. Mater. 18, 800 (2018)

Regardless of the measurement method, topological insulators seem to have 
larger spin Hall angle than heavy metals! Let’s now make a spin torque device!
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Direct spin torque switching in TI/FM devices

Direct measurement of spin orbit 
torque switching of a 

perpendicular anisotropy 
ferrimagnet (CoTb) at 300 K using 
spin current generated by 3D TIs .

12 
 

 
Figure 1. Structure and magnetic properties of the Bi2Se3/CoTb sample. a, 

Schematic of SOT in Bi2Se3/CoTb heterostructure. The charge current (je) generates 

spin accumulation (σ) at the interface due to the spin-orbit coupling, and exerts a SOT 

to the magnetic moments (m). The SOT is described by an effective field HSO. b, 

Hysteresis loop of the out-of-plane magnetization measured by vibrating sample 

magnetometry (VSM). c, Image of the Hall device with the illustration of the electrical 

measurement setup. The current is applied along the x axis and the Hall voltage is 

detected in the y direction. The width of the Hall bar is 4 μm. d, Anomalous Hall 

resistance vs out-of-plane magnetic field. 
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Figure 2. Room temperature SOT switching in Bi2Se3/CoTb. Hall resistance is 

measured when sweeping a dc current under a bias field of 1000 Oe along a, positive 

and b, negative x axis. je is the average current density inside the Bi2Se3 layer. 
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Figure 2. Room temperature SOT switching in Bi2Se3/CoTb. Hall resistance is 

measured when sweeping a dc current under a bias field of 1000 Oe along a, positive 

and b, negative x axis. je is the average current density inside the Bi2Se3 layer. 

 
  

T = 300 K JC ~ 3 MA/cm2

Han et al., PRL 119 077702 (2017)[with Luqiao Liu, MIT]

See also: 

Mahindra et al., Nat. Mater., 18, 800 (2018)


Khang et al., Nat. Mater. 18, 808 (2018)




